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What’s New in this Edition…?                                                        

News From the School 

 JOB TALK:  An Examination of the Dynamics of Intergenerational Transmission of Family Violence as Mediated 
by Affect Regulation Capacity by Katherine Maurer, PhD Candidate, LMSW (Feb. 26) 

 JOB TALK:  Balancing Practice, Research & Academic Experience by Sara Torres, PhD (Mar 9) 
 Upcoming Job Talks 

Notices of Events 

 McGill GMCA Case Competition 
 MJLH Colloquium On Mental Health And The Law 
 Alzheimer’s Society of Montreal Training Workshops for Winter 2015 
 CONFÉRENCES ET FORMATION (ACSM-MONTRÉAL) - Les Vulnérabilités Des Femmes Immigrantes Victimes De 

Violence Conjugale : Comprendre Les Différents Contextes De Fragilisation Pour Intervenir De Manière 
Concertée. 

 CSWR-RCSS 2015 Student Competition 
 1st University of Ottawa Population Health Student Conference 
 Canadian Domestic Violence Conference 4 

Notices of Research/Funding Opportunities 

 McGill Arts Graduate Research Fellowship (Mar.26, 2015) 

 Community Engagement Fellowships in First Nation Communities 

Job/Volunteering Opportunities 

 Summer 2015 Internship at the Embassy of Canada to Burma 
 April 2015 Invigilation Application  
 Chabad Lifeline Youth Coordinator 
 Two Tenure-Track Professional Teaching Positions in the Faculty of Social Work  (Wilfrid Laurier University) 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

NEWS FROM THE SCHOOL: 

 JOB TALK:  An Examination of the Dynamics of Intergenerational Transmission of Family Violence as Mediated 
by Affect Regulation Capacity by Katherine Maurer, PhD Candidate, LMSW  (Monday, Feb 23 at 10:30 am, 
#326) 

 
Ms. Maurer’s presentation will focus on Intergenerational Transmission of Family Violence as Mediated by Affect 
Regulation Capacity. Following an overview of her research program, she will present a critical analysis of the 
relationship between adolescent exposure to physical child abuse, inter-parental violence, and subsequent adult 
family violence perpetration. The study is a secondary data analysis which prospectively applies structural equation 
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modeling techniques to assess the variability of intergenerational family violence as mediated by affect regulation. 
Interdisciplinary researchers are exploring regulation of stress physiology to better understand the effects of 
adverse experiences during adolescence on development and psychopathology. Ms. Maurer will present her study 
results which suggest affect regulation capacity plays a significant role in the intergenerational perpetration of 
partner violence. The presentation will conclude with a discussion of practice, research, and policy implications of 
the findings and her future scholarship and research program. 
 
To see flyer, click here. 
 
 JOB TALK:  BALANCING PRACTICE, RESEARCH & ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE BY: SARA TORRES, PhD 

(Monday, March 9 at 10:30 am, #326) 

 
Dr. Torres' presentation will focus on two areas of research and practice and explain her approach to teaching. She 
will discuss: 1) her doctoral research on CHWs, through which she examined the macro (upstream) societal 
structures leading to what she calls the "social production" of CHWs. Dr. Torres' findings have led to the creation of 
the first Community Health Worker Net-work of Canada; 2) her postdoctoral research, which focuses on the 
evaluation of a professional development program in health promotion. Dr. Torres examined the factors that 
assisted in or detracted from the integration of participation and empowerment in three pilot interventions, and 
whether or not the interventions seek to address social inequalities and inequities. 
With respect to her approach to teaching, Dr. Torres seeks to help students gain an understanding of the way that 
communities function, and the limits and possibilities for inclusive, anti-oppressive social work practice. Key 
elements of her teaching and research are intersectional feminist analysis and transnational feminist practice. Dr. 
Torres embraces an approach that examines how intersecting oppressions work together to keep individuals, 
groups and communities in marginalized social locations. 
 
To see presentation flyer, click here. 
 

 
 UPCOMING JOB TALKS 
 
Kindly save the following dates for the upcoming job talks for our School’s 2 Tenure Track positions (from 10:30 – 
11:30 am, in room #326): 
 
 Mon, Mar 16: Martin, Shadi  
 Mon, Mar 23: Fraser, Sarah 
 Mon, Mar 30: Fast, Elizabeth 
 Mon, Apr 13: Tong, Hongmei   

 
Please note that videos will be available for all the job talks.  Feedback can be done either through the feedback 
forms distributed at the job talk or through your student representatives as below: 
 

 SWSA: Alexandru Munteanu (alexandru.munteanu@mail.mcgill.ca); and 
 SWAGS: Kaila De Boer (kaila.deboer@mail.mcgill.ca)  

 
 

NOTICES OF EVENTS: 

 MCGILL GMCA CASE COMPETITION 

Interested in a career in Management Consulting? Looking for alternative career paths? Join the McGill Graduate 
Management Consulting Association (GMCA) for unique learning, training, and networking opportunities! 

  

file://campus/deptshare/ARTS/AFFILIATES/Social.Work/User/morsin2/WEB/JOBS/JOB%20TALK/Presentation%20flyer%20-%20Katherine.pdf
file://campus/deptshare/ARTS/AFFILIATES/Social.Work/User/morsin2/WEB/JOBS/JOB%20TALK/Presentation%20flyer%20-%20Sara%20Torres%20(Mar%209%202015).pdf
file://campus/deptshare/ARTS/AFFILIATES/Social.Work/User/morsin2/WEB/JOBS/JOB%20TALK/Presentation%20flyer%20-%20Sara%20Torres%20(Mar%209%202015).pdf
mailto:alexandru.munteanu@mail.mcgill.ca
mailto:kaila.deboer@mail.mcgill.ca
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GMCA is pleased to announce the upcoming 2
nd

 Annual McGill GMCA Case Competition!  The case competition 
has been designed to closely emulate a consulting engagement and to provide you with unparalleled consulting 
experience and networking opportunities.   
  
From Saturday March 14

th
 to Thursday March 19

th
 2014, participants will work in teams of 4 to analyze the 

problem, brainstorm potential research avenues, carry out market research, and come up with a recommendation 
for the client. On Friday, March 20

th
 all competing teams will present their recommendations to a panel of judges, 

which will include consultants from Montreal’s top firms (McKinsey, BCG, Oliver Wyman, Accenture, etc.). A 
networking cocktail will follow the competition, allowing participants to meet and mingle with the judges. 
  
This is your chance to make a great impression on consulting firms looking to recruit graduate students and 
post-docs!  You can choose to register as a participant or to join us as a general attendee for the final round 
presentations and networking cocktail.  If you are interested in registering, please consult the attached instructions 
and application form.   Looking for teammates?  Like us on Facebook, attend our lead-up events (stay tuned!) and 
meet other McGill GMCA members. 
  
For more information see application form. 

 MJLH COLLOQUIUM ON MENTAL HEALTH AND THE LAW 

The McGill Journal of Law and Health (MJLH) is pleased to announce its seventh annual Colloquium, titled The Not 
Criminally Responsible Reform Act: Mental Health and the Law. This bilingual and student-based initiative 
promotes interdisciplinary dialogue on issues where the law and health intersect, with the goal of encouraging the 
development of better health care policy in Canada.  
 
The Colloquium will facilitate a critical discussion of the Act’s merits, particularly with respect to the perceived 
tension between the promotion of public safety and the protection of the rights of mentally ill persons accused of 
criminal offences. This year’s panelists will discuss the Act’s potential to achieve its goal of increasing public safety 
in light of its possible implications on society’s understanding and treatment of mental illness. 
 
The MJLH will welcome a panel of guests from across the country, including: Dr. Patrick Baillie, from the Mental 
Health Commission of Canada; Dr. Archibald Kaiser, from the Schulich School of Law and the Department of 
Psychiatry at Dalhousie University; and, the Honorable Justice Mr. Richard Schneider, Chair of the Ontario Review 
Board. Professor Alana Klein, from McGill’s Faculty of Law, will moderate the panel. 
 
This full-day event will take place on Saturday, February 21st, 2015 from 9:30 am to 3:00 pm in the Maxwell 
Cohen Moot Court at the McGill Faculty of Law (3660 Peel Street). Breakfast and lunch will be provided. Tickets are 
$5 in advance and will be sold in February in the Atrium of the Law Faculty on Mondays and Wednesdays from 1-
2:30 p.m. For tickets or more information, please email: mjlh.colloquium@gmail.com 

 ALZHEIMER’S SOCIETY OF MONTREAL TRAINING WORKSHOPS FOR WINTER 2015 
 
ASM is currently offering Core Training Program as well as advanced trainings on Alzheimer's disease and other 
dementias.  There are still some spaces available.  For information and registration, please call 514-369-0800 or 
email. 
 

 CONFÉRENCES ET FORMATION - ACSM-MONTRÉAL (Les Vulnérabilités Des Femmes Immigrantes Victimes 

De Violence Conjugale : Comprendre Les Différents Contextes De Fragilisation Pour Intervenir De Manière 
Concertée) 

 
Cette formation de deux jours est une occasion de se familiariser avec l’approche interculturelle dans 
l’intervention et d’échanger sur ses pratiques avec d’autres professionnels, dans une perspective d’adaptation des 
services, de prévention et de promotion du bien-être.  

2015%20McGill%20GMCA%20Team%20Application%20Form.doc
mailto:mjlh.colloquium@gmail.com
Winter%202015%20Workshops.jpg
Winter%202015%20Workshops.jpg
mailto:info@alzheimermontreal.ca
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Objectifs: 

 Reconnaître le rôle de la culture dans la vie, la santé, la maladie et la mort. 
 Identifier les différents contextes migratoires et leurs impacts sur la santé mentale des immigrants. 
 Identifier les facteurs de protection et de risque qui facilitent ou fragilisent le processus d’intégration et 

d’adaptation à la société d’accueil. 
 Reconnaître l’importance de la culture de l’intervenant et de l’aidé dans la relation et se familiariser avec la diversité 

des valeurs. 
 Identifier des stratégies de communication à développer auprès des personnes immigrantes et des peuples 

autochtones. 
 Appliquer des stratégies d’intervention en contexte interculturel à partir d’une grille d’analyse et d’études de cas. 
 
Pour vous inscrire : 
Le nombre de places étant limité, veuillez d’abord vous inscrire en remplissant le formulaire et en nous le 
retournant par courriel ou par télécopieur avant le 13 mars 2015. (Confirmation de réception sur demande 
seulement 

  CSWR-RCSS 2015 STUDENT COMPETITION 

 
2015 Student Competition 
 
This contest offers winners the opportunity to have their paper published in the Canadian Social Work 
Review.   Please see poster for the call for papers for the 2015 Student Competition or website for further 
information. 
  
 1ST UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA POPULATION HEALTH STUDENT CONFERENCE 
 
The Population Health Graduate Students' Association at the University of Ottawa, in collaboration with 
The Institute of Population Health and the University of Ottawa Population Health Social Society are 
pleased to invite you to present a paper at the first edition of the student conference: Connecting for 
Change. Acknowledging that much of what determines health lies outside of traditional health fields, this 
conference is open to students in all disciplines and levels in the health, social, and medical sciences. 
 
This conference will be held at the University of Ottawa on Friday, May 15th, 2015. The University of 
Ottawa promotes bilingualism; therefore, the abstract and presentation can be prepared in either French 
or English.  Recognizing the importance of collaboration across sectors to improve the health and well-being of the 
population, this conference is an opportunity for students to share research or reflections from their respective 
fields, while promoting networking and knowledge exchange across disciplines please contact Catherine de 
Pierrepont.  

 CANADIAN DOMESTIC VIOLENCE CONFERENCE 4 

The Canadian Domestic Violence Conference 4 is pleased to announce that registration is now open. The 
conference will happen June 2-5, 2015 in Toronto, Canada. There has been a high level of interest in the 
conference. It is set to showcase the rich, creative and diverse work in domestic violence that is happening across 
the country. Take a look! 

  
  
 
 

Formulaire%20inscription%2018%20mars%202015.doc
CSWR%20RCSS%202015%20Student%20ÉtudiantPoster.pdf
http://caswe-acfts.ca/cswr-journal/student-article-competition/
Pop%20health%20conference_EN.pdf
mailto:cdepi090@uottawa.ca
mailto:cdepi090@uottawa.ca
http://www.canadiandomesticviolenceconference.ca/
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NOTICES OF RESEARCH/FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 

 MCGILL ARTS GRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP 

Media@McGill is currently accepting applications for the $10,000 CAD Media@McGill Arts Graduate Research 
Fellowship. 
 
Eligibility:  PhD 4, 5 or 6 students (in 2015-2016), registered in a department within the Faculty of Arts and 
conducting media-related research projects.  Deadline: March 26, 2015, 5:00 p.m.  For more information, see flyer 
or contact sophie.toupin@mcgill.ca  or by calling 514- 398-8364. 

 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT FELLOWSHIPS IN FIRST NATION COMMUNITIES 

IC-IMPACTS invites graduate-level students from McGill University to apply for a 2015 Engage North/IC-IMPACTS 

Community Engagement Fellowship.  

 

Engage North: 

Engage North, a program of the University of Alberta, and IC-IMPACTS are sponsoring the Community Engagement 

Fellowships, which provide real-world experiences for students to identify and implement long-term, community-

based solutions in conjunction with host communities in northern Canada. More information on the Fellowships is 

available on their website.  The program is specifically designed to attract Masters or Doctoral students (Fellows) 

interested in working with a First Nations or Inuit community. The Fellowships will increase the awareness of 

challenges found in smaller communities while providing an opportunity for the Fellow to contribute their 

technical skills and knowledge to create applied solutions with the community. The Fellows also learn firsthand the 

cultural knowledge and traditions from community members. Flights, accommodation and monthly stipends are 

provided. 

 

Eligible graduate students from McGill University are encouraged to apply on the IC-IMPACTS website.  

The deadline for applications is Friday, March 6th. 

 

For further information or questions contact information, please contact Helene Fehr, Manager of Training 

Programs, IC-IMPACTS Centres of Excellence.  

 

JOB/VOLUNTEERING OPPORTUNITIES: 

 SUMMER 2015 INTERNSHIP AT THE EMBASSY OF CANADA TO BURMA 
 

The Embassy of Canada to Burma in Yangon is interested in hiring interns for three to four month terms starting in 
May 2015 and June 2015.  Work at the Embassy of Canada to Burma provides a chance to work in an 
entrepreneurial setting at the start of a new embassy in a country that is just opening up. It is a very fluid, fast 
changing and exhilarating environment.  For more information, eligibility, and how to apply, click here. 
 
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Tuesday, February 24, 2015, 12:00pm (EST) 
Successful candidates may be eligible for the McGill University International Experience Award, provided they 
meet the requirements for the award.   
 

http://media.mcgill.ca/en/arts_graduate_research_fellowship
http://media.mcgill.ca/en/arts_graduate_research_fellowship
Arts%20Graduate%20Fellowship%20-%20Call%20for%20Applications%2015-16%20-%20Poster.pdf
mailto:sophie.toupin@mcgill.ca
http://ic-impacts.com/engagenorth/
http://ic-impacts.com/engagenorth/
http://ic-impacts.com/engagenorth/information/
http://ic-impacts.com/engagenorth/information/
http://ic-impacts.com/engagenorth/application-information/
http://ic-impacts.com/engagenorth/application/
mailto:fehr@ic-impacts.com
https://www.mcgill.ca/internships/current-ion-internship-opportunities/embassy-canada-yangon
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For more information, click here. 
 APRIL 2015 INVIGILATION APPLICATION  

 
The Invigilation Application for April 2015 final exams is now live and can be found here.  The final exams run from 
April 16 – 29 (inclusive).   Anyone interested in these positions are encouraged to navigate to the link mentioned 
above and complete the application with accurate information. 
 
For more info contact: invigilation@mcgill.ca (Elvie Chiappetta).  

 

 CHABAD LIFELINE YOUTH COORDINATOR 

 

A Youth Coordinator position (full-time, paid) is available at Chabad Lifeline – a non-sectarian organization in 
Montreal dedicated to helping individuals and families affected by addiction.  For more information, click here or 
contact elizabeth@chabadlifeline.com, MSW Youth Coordinator. 
 
 TWO TENURE-TRACK PROFESSIONAL TEACHING POSITIONS IN THE FACULTY OF SOCIAL WORK  (WILFRID 

LAURIER UNIVERSITY) 
 
Wilfrid Laurier University is seeking applicants for 2 tenure-track professional teaching positions (PTP) in the Lyle S. 
Hallman Faculty of Social Work. The job ad can be found here.  

For more information on Job/Volunteering Opportunities, please visit our School’s website. 

 

https://www.mcgill.ca/internships/awards
https://www.mcgill.ca/students/exams/invigilation/invigilation-application
mailto:invigilation@mcgill.ca
Chabad%20Lifeline%20Youth%20Coordinator%20Job%20Description.pdf
mailto:elizabeth@chabadlifeline.com
http://legacy.wlu.ca/page.php?grp_id=317&p=3142
http://www.mcgill.ca/socialwork/jobs

